
Anatomy
Introduction to Human Anatomy



 It is concerned with the consideration of Various

structures which make up the human body . In the

restricted sense , the anatomy deals with the parts ,

which from the fully developed individual and can be

demonstrated to the naked eye by various methods of

dissection..

Defined anatomy



 Its is concerned with the investigation of biological 

structure by:

✓Dissection

✓Microdissection

✓Light microscopy

✓Electron microscopy

✓Radiology



 Surface anatomy: it deals with the study and

identification of Various structures in the living person

by method of inspection and palpation it helps to

enhance the knowledge acquired through dissection of

the cadaver by either of line of study, Regional or

systematic. It is helpeful both in health and disease and

is daily used medical prectice.



 It is the study of various changes in the developing 

organism from the fertilization of ovum up to the birth 

of the baby.

Embryology



 It is the study of the cells by various biological methods. 

The cell is defined as the structural unit of a 

multicellular organism like man.

Cytology



 It is the study of various tissues by various scientific

method (microscopy ; histochemistry ; radio autography

; etc.). A tissue may be defined as a combination of

various cells performing a certain function.

Histology



 It is the direct application of facts of human anatomy to

➢medicine

➢surgery.

Applied / Clinical Anatomy



 The description of several systems of organs separately

and in logical order comes under the head of systematic

anatomy. The several parts of each system not only show

a certain similarity of structure but are also associated in

specialized functions.

Systemic Anatomy



 A collection of cells of similar morphology performing a

specific function is termed tissue. There are four basic

tissues:

i) Epithelium tissue

ii) Connective tissue

iii) Muscle tissue

iv) Nervous tissue.

Basic organization of the body







Connactive tissue





Nervouse tissue



 An association of different tissues which perform certain

function is called Organ e.g., bone, muscle, heart,

stomach and urinary bladder. A group of organs working

harmoniously to discharge a specific function forms a

system. The following systems are formed in the human

body.

Organs and systems



 Urinary

 Reproductive

 Nervous

 Muscular

 Endocrine

 Lymphatic

Body Systems Integumentary Skeletal 

Circulatory Digestive Respiratory



 A coronal plane, also called a frontal plane, is a vertical

plane that divides the body into anterior (front) and

posterior (back) parts.

Sections and Planes



 A transverse plane, also called a cross-sectional plane or

horizontal plane, cuts perpendicularly along the long

axis of the body or organ separating it into both superior

(upper) and inferior (lower) parts.



 Relative to front (belly side) or back (back side) of the

body :

 Anterior = In front of; toward the front surface

 Posterior = In back of; toward the back surface

 Dorsal =At the back side of the human body

 Ventral = At the belly side of the human body

Relative and Directional Terms of 

the Body



Relative to the midline or center of the body:

 Medial = Toward the midline of the body

 Lateral = Away from the midline of the body

 Deep = On the inside, underneath another structure

 Superficial = On the outside





Relative to the head or tail of the body:

 Superior = Toward the head or above

 Inferior = Toward feet not head

 Caudal = At the rear or tail end

 Cranial = At the head end



Relative to point of attachment of the appendage:

 Proximal = Closest to point of attachment to trunk

 Distal = Furthest from point of attachment to trunk




